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has, however, not yet been the subject of a special study.
To provide this, on the basis of all available sources, is the
intention of the following section.
Names
The names of the two brothers,1 especially that of Abu Sa'd,
are not always given uniformly in the sources. Maqrizi calls
him Abu Sa'd Ibrahim b. Sahl,2 and also Abu Sa;d Sahl b.
Aaron,3 which is probably a confusion. Neither is there any
consistency at all with regard to the Kuny«i Abu Sa'd. Xasir-i-
Khosrau 4 writes Abii Sa'id, a form also found in the
manuscript of Ibn as-Sairafi 5 and other sources.6 It may be
regarded as certain, however, that Ibrahim's ELunya was
Abu Sa*d (A*** _*j')s for this form is plainly legible in the
Hebrew Geniza documents that have been preserved.7
As a rule the names of the brothers are followed by the
nisbe ** the Jew "% al-Ya7iudi, and there is no doubt that they
were actually Jews.8
In addition to that nisbe the names of Abu Sa'd and Abu
Nasr are almost invariably accompanied by the expression
al-Tustari " of Tustar ", the town in Southern Persia. They
were therefore Persian Jews, who either came from Tustar
themselves or were descended from those who came thence.
Until well into the first third of the tenth century Tustar
was an important economic centre, in the prosperity of which,
as Miskawaih 9 notes, Jews had a large share. The reason
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